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Swiss (Vaudois) senior officer. She calls herself a cantonal «Judge». «Works» in 

the palace of the Hermitage, route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne. 

 

Private address: 

Chemin Neuf 94, 1028 Préverenges 

Private phone: 021 801 75 04  

Maritial status: Single mother. The father of her child is the Judge Philippe 

WEISSENBERGER of the Federal Administratif Court. 

Since May 2014, the relation BENDANI and COLELOUGH is public knowledge, 

but only by end of 2015 her name appeared on the mailbox of COLELOUGH.  

 

Only a drawing from a judiciary chronyst is actually available for 

Yasmina BENDANI 

 

Evaluation of the Lawyers 

 

 

http://www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_colelough-e.pdf
http://www.worldcorruption.info/juges.htm
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Car of Yasmina BENDANI parked on the property of COLELOUGH 

 

 

 

Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET  

 

BENDANI was one of the «Judges» of the penal court of cassation of the cantonal 

court VD to have rejected the appeal of François LÉGERET against the 

condemnation pronounced by the court of COLELOUGH by decision of October 

13, 2010 («copy/paste»).   

During those deliberations, she intervened energetically for denying any 

suspicions against Jean-Marc LÉGERET, who is enjoying an obvious advantage 

out of the present situation. 

http://www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_chatton-e.pdf
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Yasmina BENDANI has lived in partnership with the father of her child, the Judge 

Philippe WEISSENBERGER of the Federal Administrative Court. Already at that 

time, she had carefully hidden this partnership during years. At an unknown date, 

she has cuckolded him with Philippe COLELOUH. She is again hiding the date 

of the start of this new liaison. 

It is a fact that BENDANI and COLELOUGH know each other for sure since 

March 2010, when they had been elected on the same day to the positions of 

Vaudois cantonal «Judges». Pro memoria: the judgment of COLELOUGH, 

condemning François LÉGERET to lifelong imprisonment is dating from March 

18, 2010 and the decision to reject the appeal against this judgment, where 

BENDANI has worked on, is dating of October 2010.  

An article published in the le 24 Heures of May 24, 2014 was unveiling their 

intimate relation. In August 2014, COLELOUGH resigned from his position as a 

cantonal Judge, to get placed again at the district court of Lausanne. According to 

the journalist Patrick NORDMANN, a neighbour of BeENDANI had  observed 

the frequent visits of COLELOUGH at the residence of his mistress (articles of 

August 29 and December 15, 2014), but BENDANI has never wanted to declare 

the precise date of the beginning of this liaison with COLELOUGH. Her name 

showed up on the mailbox of COLELOUGH only by the end of 2015.  

 

There exist thus strong hints which leave to suspect that the collusion between 

COLELOUGH and BENDANI at the costs of François LÉGERET did pollute the 

judgement of October 13, 2010. The recourse of the present Lawyer of François 

LÉGERET dating from June 27, 2015 is still outstanding at the Swiss supreme 

Federal Court. 

 

Profile 

http://www.pjinvestigation.ch/
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Socialist. Used to hide her personality. No photographe or further information 

about her past can be found on Internet. 
 

BENDANI did support as well together with her lover COLELOUGH the 

Freemason conspiracy against the Vaudois Farmer Jakob GUTKNECHT. 
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Evaluation of the Lawyers 

http://www.worldcorruption.info/gutknecht-e.htm
http://www.worldcorruption.info/juges.htm

